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• Objective: 
To teach Materials, Mechanical, and Electrical Engineering 
students the fundamentals of ferromagnetism. To provide 
students both traditional as well as state-of-the art materials 
fabrication and characterization techniques.

• Reference Books:
B. D. Cullity, B. D. Introduction to Magnetic Materials, Addison-
Wesley ,1972, ISBN: 0201012189. (2nd edition will be released this 
year) 
S. Chikazumi and C. D. Graham, Physics of Ferromagnetism (The 
International Series of Monographs on Physics), 2nd edition , Oxford 
University Press, USA,1997, ISBN: 0198517769 
Robert C. O’Handley. Modern Magnetic Materials: Principles and 
Applications. John Wiley & Sons, Inc, 2000. ISBN: 0-471-15566-7-
524975-6. 

Magnetism and Magnetic Devices
磁性原理及磁性元件
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Topics:
1. Scope of the course; history of magnetism, magnetic 

phenomena 
2. Electrons in solid states: basic quantum mechanics, free 

electron approximation, electron band structure. 
3. Magnetic field 
4. Magnetostatics
5. Domains 
6. Magnetic anisotropy 
7. Nano-magnetism and Magnetization switching 
8. Magnetic devices: transforms, motors, recording, nuclear 

magnetic resonance(NMR) 
9. Magnetization measurements and magnetic sensors 
10. Bio-medical application of magnetic materials. 
• etc. etc.
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Magnetic Fields May 
Warp Planetary Nebulae
Science News ( January 05, 2005)

At the end of their lives stars 
like our sun eject expanding 
gas shells known as planetary 
nebulae. Despite being 
spewed out by spherical stars, 
some 80 percent of these 
impressive displays are not 
spherical themselves, instead 
exhibiting complex 
morphologies. Astronomers 
have now, for the first time, 
detected magnetic fields in the 
central stars of four planetary 
nebulae, suggesting a cause of 
the irregular structures.
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The fundamental force on an electric charge q 
moving with velocity v in a magnetic field B is called 
the magnetic Lorentz force.
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2006年1月 15日，装有彗星塵埃樣本的美国星塵号太空船在
美国猶他州沙漠着陸。下一步的工作是在固定彗星塵埃的氣
凝膠材料中找到這些比毛髮直徑小得多的塵埃，然後將它們
切割成更小的顆粒，借助高倍顯微鏡分析太陽系形成時宇宙
物質的化學成分。然而，僅僅尋找彗星塵埃就需要科學家們
數年時間，而從開始尋找到最終完成分析工作，科學家們預
計需要10年甚至更長時間。
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Magnetotactic bacterium:

The magnetosome, visible as a chain of opaque membrane-bound 
magnetite crystals, acts as a compass to orient the bacteria with the 
earth’s magnetic field. The bacterium is artificially colored [Courtesy of 
Richard B. Frankel, Cal. Polytech. State Univ. Calif.]

Some species of bacteria are magnetotactic; that is, they move in directions 
dictated by Earth’s magnetic field.
In the Northern Hemisphere, Earth’s magnetic field points northward but 
also has a component directed downward, toward Earth’s center.  
Magnetotactic bacteria not only swim northward but also swim downward, 
away from the surface and the presence of high levels of oxygen, toxic to 
these bacteria. Remarkably, these bacteria synthesize intracellular chains 
of small particles containing a magnetic ore called magnetite (Fe3O4) that 
run through the center of each bacterium. Such chains are called
magnetosomes. The magnetic force exerted by these particles is sufficiently 
strong in relation to the size of the bacterium that it causes the bacterium to 
become passively aligned with Earth’s magnetic field. 
Intriguingly, similar magnetite particle have been detected in the brains of 
birds, fish, and even human beings, although their role in sensing magnetic 
fields has not yet been established.
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Molecular tectonics in biomineralization (生物模版法）

Intracellular magnetite (Fe3O4) crystals in a magnetotactic bacterium:

The elongated crystals are synthesized within vesicles that control the size and 
morphology of the inorganic particles. The crystals are assembled into a linear 
chain to maintain a magnetic dipole along the cell axis. Scale bar: 100 nm.

100 nm
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Spin Flip
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5 Megabyte Capacity
50 disks, each 24 inches in diameter
2000 bits/in2 storage density.

(Random Access Method of Accounting and Control)
IBM 305 RAMAC

This drive could store 
2000 pages of text with 
2500 characters per page.

Invention of the Disk Drive: 1956
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Capacity 
Price 
Weight 
0 – 60 mph 
Top Speed 
Gas Mileage 

1956 
5 people 
$2500 
1 ton 
15 secs 
100 mph 
25 mpg 

2002 
73,400 people 
$50 
2 pounds 
0.09 secs 
1,110,000 mph
10,416 mpg 

What if automobiles had improved 
that much?
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Intel® engineer holding 300 mm wafer with 
45 nm shuttle test chips 

Die photo of an Intel® 45 nm shuttle test chip 
including 153 Mbit SRAM and logic test circuits 
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$100 (Now $130) Laptop Due In April 2007
Thursday, June 1st, 2006

The price on the now fabled $100 
Laptop has been increased to around 
$130-$140 (not including shipping) and 
will be released to schools in April 
2007.

However, Nicholas Negroponte, the 
projects head honcho, expects to reach 
the $100 target price by late 2008. He 
also said that the device - complete 
with a 500MHz processor and 128MB 
of DRAM would “run like a bat out of 
hell.”

While I believe that the “One 
Laptop Per Child” project is a noble 
endeavor, I have to wonder whether or 
not a $140 laptop is really in the price 
range of the majority of the world’s 
poorest nations.
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Toshiba's 0.85 inch Hard Disk Drive

[路透東京電] 日本電子大廠東芝2004,03,16宣布，其大小相當於一枚郵
票的硬碟機(硬盤驅動器)已獲金氏世界紀錄(又譯健力士世界紀錄，
Guinness World Records)認可為世界最小的硬碟機。

東芝於1月發布的這款0.85英寸硬碟機擁有高達4GB(1GB=十億位元組)的儲存容
量，可應用於手機(新聞、網站)和數碼攝錄影機等產品上。

東芝計劃於2004年底開始生產這款0.85英寸硬碟機。其1.8英寸硬碟機目前正用
於蘋果電腦(Apple Computer)<AAPL>的熱銷iPod數碼音樂播放器。

Thursday, 8 January 2004 
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40-nanometer Device, 32 Gb NAND Flash, Samsung
Submitted by Technology News... on Mon, 2006-09-11 
19:40.Memory

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. has developed the industry’s first 40-
nanometer (nm) memory device. The new 32 Gigabit (Gb) 
NAND flash device is the first memory to incorporate a Charge Trap 
Flash (CTF) architecture, a revolutionary new approach to further 
increase manufacturing efficiency while greatly improving 
performance.
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Living the Digital World

• We are in the middle of a digital revolution. 
Around one in every three people on the planet 
now carries a digital mobile phone around with 
them wherever they go.

• Globally, more hours are spent consuming digital 
media, such as the internet, than any analogue 
media, including television and radio.

• Digital technologies are transforming businesses 
and governments, and changing the ways we live 
and interact.
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Storage capacity has grown tremendously in recent years and will continue to 
climb. A typical desktop PC will hold more than a terabyte of data by 2010; note 
book computers, personal digital assistants and cell phones are expected to reach 
that milestone by 2015.
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A terabyte of storage is enough to hold all the books, emails, recorded 
conversations, songs and photographs that one is likely to accumulate over 
60 years.
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Introduction and overview

• Magnetism is an open field in which 
physicists, electrical engineers, materials 
scientists, chemists, metallurgists, and 
others practice together.

• Magnetic materials are of technical 
importance.
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History of Magnetism
• BC 1000 China (hand of doll, permanent magnet)
• BC 600 Magnesia of Greece –natural magnetic ion 

rod/magnetite
• AD 1600 England, Gilbert(M.D.) systematic study on 

magnetic phenomenon
• AD 1700 end Coulomb’s law
• 1800-1900 academic studies of magnetism

Oested: experimental studies on relationship between electric current
and magnetism

Faraday: antiferromagnetism
Joule: magnetostriction
Curie: Law of Curie
Ewing: Hysterisis
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No one knows for sure when the initial mystique of Magnetism began.
Some stories report that compasses made by the Chinese in ~ 2700 BC.
In about 600 BC the Greek philosopher THALES wrote extensively on “magnetism”.
Magnetism became closely connected with the compass and its use in navigation in ~ 1000 AD.
The first good magnetic measurements were taken and recorded by Brook Taylor in 1715.
In 1785 Charles Augustin de Coulomb measured the torque exerted by magnets.
In 1820 Oersted discovered the close relationship between electricity and magnetism. Ampere then discovered 
that 2 coils carrying an electric current act like magnets. Michael Faraday and Joseph Henry then discovered that
Electricity could be induced from the coils with current. The magnetic-optic effect had been observed in 1845.
In 1855 James Clerk Maxwell began a theory based on Faraday’s view of lines of force. 
In the early 20th century magnet materials began to be commercially produced 
such as chrome, tungsten, and cobalt steels.
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History of Magnetism
• 20thcentury : Remarkable development in theory and materials 

Langevin: paramagnetism(1905)
Weiss: spontaneous magnetization, ferromagnetic theory (1907)
Honda: KS magnets (1920)
Arnold: Permalloy(1923)
Bitter: Success in domain observation (1932)
Bloch: Theory of domain wall (1932)
Kato, Takei: OP magnets (1933)
Mishima, Honda: MK magnet, New MK magnet (1933, 1934)
Goss: Grain oriented Si-steel (1934)
Bozoth: Development of magnetic field cooling (1935)
Masumoto, Yamamoto: Sendust(1936)
Neel: Ferrimagnetism(1948)
Went: Baferrite (1952) 
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History of Magnetism
• After 1950

Theory of magnetic Resonance
Theory of Induced magnetic anisotropy
s-d
Rare earth permanent magnet
Surface magnetism
Dilute Ferromagnetic Semiconductor
Magnetic information recording
GMR,  TMR
MRAM  etc.
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100 years of magnetism
1885  First Modern Theory of Ferromagnetism

Alfred Ewing
1895  Zeeman Effect
1895  Curie Point Discovered
1898  First Magnetic Recording

Valdemar Poulsen, who worked for the Danish telephone company, placed an electro-magnet hooked up to speaker
inside a carriage hanging from an inclined steel wire.  The work which Poulsen spoke while the carriage rolled down
the wire were recorded on the steel wire, and could be replayed when the carriage was again rolled down the wire.

1900  Drude Theory of Metals
1904  Curie Measurements of Magnetic Susceptibility
1905  Special Theory of Relativity
1905  Theory of Paramagnetism
1907  Weiss Mean Field Theory
1908  Helium Liquefied
1911 Discovery of Superconductivity
1915  Quantization of Angular Momentum and the Bohr Magneton
1915 - 1920  Development of Permalloy
1915  Gyromagnetism
1919 Barkhausen Noise
1920S  Towards a Quantum Mechanical Understanding of Electron Spin
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1926  Magnetic Anisotropy
1926 - 1928  Exchange and the Heisenberg Model
1928  Dirac Equation
1930  Stoner Model for Itinerant Magnetism
1930  Discovery of the Kondo Effect
1930S  Maagnetic Domains
1930S  Technical Magnetic Materials
1930S  Theory and Observation of the deHaas-Van Alphen Effect
1937  Landau's Theory of Second Order Phase Transitions
1940S and 1950S  The Birth of Magnetic Recording
1941 Audio recording using a magnetic tape becomes practical.
1947 Development of magnetic recording for digital data storage begins.
1950 Atlas computer (Engineering Research Associates), first to use a magnetic drum for storage,

was sold to the U.S. government.
1940  Micromagnetics
1944  Solution of the Ising Model
1945  Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
1947  Birth of Neutron Scattering
1948  Ferrimagnetism
1947 - 1953  Purification of Rare Earth and

Actinide Metals
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1950S  Domain Imaging
1953 -1964  Development of Superconducting

Materials for magnets
1950S  Superexchange:  Theory and Materials
1954  The RKKY Interaction
1960  Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory Founded.
1960  Mossbauer Effect in Magnetic materials
1962  Precision Experimental Measurements of Critical Exponents in Magnetic Systems
1965  Scaling and Exponent Relations
1966  SmCo Permanent Magnets
1968  Magnetic Bubble Memories
1970S  Biological Application of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
1970S  Spin Polarized Surface Experiments
1970S Amorphous Ferromagnetic Alloys
1970  Renormalization Group and Gritical Phenomena
1971  Spin Glasses
1972  Local Spin Density Approximation
1980S  Domain Imaging Techniques
1980 - 1985  Discovery of Heavy Fermion Compounds
1983  NdFeB: A New Family of Hard Magnetic Materials
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1986 - 1990S  Oscillatory Exchange Coupling (multilayer film)
1986  Superconductivity Discovered in Copper Oxide Ceramics
1986  Quantum Spin Chains
1987 - 1990 Magnetic X-ray Dichroism
1988  Giant Magnetoresistance
1990S  Exchange Bias
1990  Quantum Critical Points in Strongly Correlated Systems
1993  Discovery of Colossal Magnetoresistance in Rare Earth Manganites
1994  National High Magnetic Field Laboratory Dedicated
1995Spin-dependent Tunneling at Room Temperature

1990 -2010 :  (spintronics)

Advances in Magneto electronics
Magnetic Structure on the Near-Atomic Scale
Biomedical Applications of Magnetism
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Fig. 2.15.
Progress in improving 
(BH)max over the last 
century.
The shaded region covers 
hypothetical FeCo-based 
alloys, which are
magnetically hardened by 
additives X.
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• direct methods
– macroscopic - magnetization and susceptibility 

• induction methods, torque magnetometers, SQUIDs

– microscopic - magnetic moments, local magnetic fields
• neutron diffraction, magnetic X-ray diffraction, Mössbauer spectroscopy, 

µSR, NMR

• indirect methods
– specific heat 
– resistivity and magnetoresistivity
– dilatometry

• thermal expansion, magnetostriction

– Hall effect, thermoelectric power, thermal conductivity, etc. 
– magnetooptic effects (Faraday, Kerr effect)
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1.1 Introduction
Elementary concepts

• Maxwell’s equations in differential and 
integral form

• Units
• Concepts of magnetic fields and magnetic 

moments
• Types of magnetism
• Generic applications
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Consider magnetism from three perspectives:

• What requirements do Maxwell’s 
equations place on magnetism?

• And does classical electron theory 
indicate?

• Why is quantum mechanics needed to 
understand magnetism?
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1.2 Observations related to magnetic fields:

• Field of a current-carrying wire :
When a current passes through a length of wire, a magnetic field 
having a direction indicated by the right-hand rule is generated.

Fig. 1.1 With thumb in direction of current, direction of magnetic B field about a 
current-carrying wire is given by the direction of the fingers according to the 
right-hand rule.
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• Field of a solenoid:

• If a length of current-carrying wire is formed into a 
solenoid, a field can be abserved about the solenoid.

• It is important to be able to calculate the strength of 
the field along the axis of the solenoid.

Fig.1.2 Direction of magnetic B field about a current-carrying solenoid is 
given by the right-hand rule.
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• Voltage induced in a coil:
• If a bar magnet is removed from inside a coil as shown in Fig. 1.3, a 

voltage pulse will be detected across the windings of the coil.
• Lenz’ law: if there is a change in flux in a coil, a voltage is induced in the 

coil with a sense that would produce a current whose magnetic field 
opposes the initial change.

Fig. 1.3 A change in flux through a coil results in a voltage in that coil whose 
sense is such that its current would create a field opposing the initial change.
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• Observations of Fig.s 1.1 and 1.2 were first 
reported by Hans Christian Oersted, and in 
the early nineteenth century Andre Ampere 
was able to describe them mathematically.

• Observation of Fig. 1.3 was first recorded 
by Michael Faraday, who used it to write 
the mathematical form of the law of 
magnetic induction.
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1.3 Quantitative description of magnetic fields
• Constitutive relations

Ohm’s law: I = V/R, converting to intensive variables gives
J = σE (conductivity:σ=1/ρ=L/RA)

An electrical field can cause positive and negative charges in a material 
to be displaced relative to each other creating an electric dipole moment p
(coulomb-meter). P is related to E by an electrical susceptibility χe: 

p = χeE
The electrical displacement field D is related to E and P through the 

permittivity tensor ε=εrεo, εo=8.85x10-12F/m (Farads / meter):
D = εoE + P = εoE + χeE = (εo+χe)E = εE

Similarly, materials generally respond to an applied magnetic field H
with a change in their magnetic dipole mement pm. The macroscopic 
magnetic dipole density or magnetization, M = npm, is given by

M = χmH
where χm is the magnetic susceptibility.
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• Magnetization:

M = χmH
The magnetic flux density B is related to M and H by the permeability 
μ = μrμo with μo = 4π x10-7 henry/m,

B = μo(H + M) = μo(H + χmH) = μo(1 + χm) H = μ H        (mks)
B = H + 4πM  = H + 4πχmH = (1 + 4πχm) H = μ H           (cgs)
Therefore     μr = 1 + χm. 

B is a field that includes both the external field μoH, and the material 
response, μoM.

B is important technically because it is the magnetic flux density ψ/A 
Wb/m2 (webers / square meter) and it is the change with time of flux 
density which gives rise to an electric field or to a voltage (Faraday’s law).        
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Fig. 1.4 The B field in a vacuum is proportional to H. However, inside a material 
there is an additional contribution to B from the sample magnetization M.

Ferromagnets represent a low reluctance path for magnetic field lines; hence they draw in 
the flux of a nearby field and add to it by their magnetization (Fig. 1.4).
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Maxwell’s Equations
• The B, H, and E fields are related to each other and to charge and current 

densities ρ and J by a fundamental set of differential equations described by 
James Clerk Maxwell in 1865:
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Maxwell’s equations
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Maxwell’s equations
• We use cgs units in this course. Maxwell’s equations are
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One major difference in this course from standard electromagnetic books is that 
the dielectric function ε or the magnetic permeability µ is a function of position and 
have spatial derivatives

We will not use the polarization P or magnetization M. Instead we use E,H, ε, µ

ρ=free charge, J=current
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Electromagnetic waves
• Plane electromagnetic waves have solutions
• E(x,t)=E0e ik.x-iωt 

• H(x,t)=H0e ik.x-iωt 

• Wavevector k = √εµ ω/c = nω/c is the amount of 
momentum in the wave

• Use plane wave solution in Maxwell’s equation to 
relate E and B (or H)

EzB

EkB
c

×=

×=

∧

εµ

ω

E, B, k form a right-handed triad of vectors 

k.E=0; k.B=0 (transverse waves)

Wave traveling along the z direction

Wavelength λ=2π/k=v/f

Impedance of the medium=ratio of electric & magnetic field

Impedance is a characteristic property of the medium

In free space Z=377 ohm in mks units or Z=1 (cgs units)

ε
µ

==
H
EZ
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Fig. 1.5 Topology of 3 different classes of vector field, F: (a) diverging (having 
a source) but not curling; (b) neither diverging nor curling; (c) divergenceless
but curling.

B fields can never terminate at a source, ▽‧B = 0 (unless a magnetic monopole 
were discovered) but they may show a curling character in the presence of a 
current density, J.
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Div E and Div B
• Div E = ▽‧E = ρ/ε implies that charge density is the source of a 

diverging E field.
• This can be seen more clearly on integrating this differential equation over a 

volume containing the charge density.
• Integrating both Div E and Div B over a volume enclosing the source charge 

distribution gives

• A theorem due to Gauss, ∫(▽‧F)d3x = ∫ F ‧dA, where F is a vector 
field, therefore, the above two equations become:

(Integral forms of 
Maxwell’s equations)
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Curl E and Curl B
• To get the integral forms of Curl E and Curl B, integrate them over a surface 

chosen to change the magnetic and current flux density B and J to flux, ψ = 
B‧A, and current, I = J‧A, (neglect the electric displacement term):

• A theorem due to Stokes, ∫(▽xF)‧dA = ∫F‧dl, therefore, the above 
two equations become:

(Integral forms of 
Maxwell’s equations)
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Maxwell-Faraday equation
• Curl E = ▽ x E = - əB / ət
• A time dependent B field rise to a spatially 

rotating E field normal to the direction of the 
change in B.

• The negative sign in the Maxwell-Faraday 
equation is a manifestation of Lenz’ law.

• The normal component of a time-dependent B 
field passing through an area A induces a 
voltage along the closed path about that area.
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Maxwell-Ampere equation

• ▽ x B = μoJ +μoεo əE / ət
• A circulating B field results from a free current 

density or from an electric polarization current.
• The normal component of a current density J 

passing through an area A gives rise to a B field 
circulating around that area.
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blue - into figure ( -)
red  - out of figure (+)

Draw an “Amperian loop”
around the sources of 
current.

The line integral of the 
tangential component of B
around this loop is equal to 
µoI:

Ampere’s Law

  B ∫ • dl = µ 0I

I2

I3

b
a

Ampere’s law is to the Biot-Savart law exactly
what Gauss’s law is to Coulomb’s law.
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Ampere’s Law on a Wire

i

B

What is magnetic field
at point P ?  Draw Amperian
loop through P around current 
source and integrate B . dl
around loop P

Then dl

  B ∫ • dl = Bdl∫ = B(2π r) = µ0I

HINT: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SYMMETRY!!!!
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Ampere’s Law for a Wire

What is the magnetic field at point P?.  

Draw an Amperian loop through P, 
around the current source, and 
integrate B . dl around the loop. 
Then:

i

B
P

dl

B =
µ0 I
2πr

  B ∫ • dl = Bdl∫ = B(2π r) = µ0I
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Magnet

Magnetic monopole do not exist.
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Gauss’Law for Magnetic Fields

Since the magnetic monopole do not exist.

Apply Gauss’ law for magnetic field we get :

∫= AB.dBφ

For the Magnetic Flux through the 
closed surface:

0φ == ∫ AB.dB

…….(Gauss’Law for Magnetic Fields)0=∫ AB.d
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Gauss’s Law for Magnetism

For electric charges
Gauss’s Law is:

because there are single electric charges.  On the other hand, we 
have never detected a single magnetic charge, only dipoles. Since 
there are no magnetic monopoles there is no place for magnetic 
field lines to begin or end.  

E∫ • dA = q
ε0

B∫ • dA = 0Thus, Gauss’s Law for 
magnetic charges must be:
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Magnetoquasistatics cases
• When əE / ət = 0, əB / ət = 0 (i.e., ▽ x E = 0). But allowance should be made for the existence 

of currents, J≠ 0 (that is why this case is sometimes called magnetoquasistatics; charges can 
still move, but the fields are independent of time). In this case, Maxwell’s differential equations 
become
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Integral forms of Maxwell’s magnetoquasistatic equations:

The above equations indicate that there is no net voltage along a path enclosing a 
static magnetic flux. 
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Boundary conditions

Continuity at interface of
1. Normal components of D (from divergence equation)
2. Normal components of B “
3. Tangential components of E (from curl equations)
4. Tangential components of H  “
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1.4 Magnetism and currents:
• Magnetic field about a straight current-carrying wire :

Symmetry suggests that B circulates around the wire, so it can be assumed that B is 
circular and has a constant value at a distance R from the wire (Fig. 1.6).
Therefore, construct a circular surface of radius R>r normal to the direction of current 
I.
→→→ B  = μoI / (2πR)  (Henry-amperes/square meter)

(HA/m2, which is defined as Wb/m2 or tesla)

Fig. 1.6 Right-hand rule for direction of magnetic field circulating about a current-carrying 
wire. Construction for calculation of strength of B field is shown on right.
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Biot-Savart law

• B with the units Wb/m2, it is natural to define B as 
ψ/A where ψ is the number of magnetic flux 
lines and A is the perpendicular area through 
which they pass. Alternatively, it is possible to 
speak in terms of the magnetic field H = B/μo
(A/m) generated by the current

H = 1/(2πR) 
• A more useful form of B = μoI/2πR is the 

differential vector solution to Maxwell’s Ampere 
equation, the Biot-Savart law: 
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It turns out that µ0 and εο are related in a simple
way:  (ε0µ0)-1/2 = 3x10 8 m/s = c, the speed of light.

The constant  µ0 =  4π x 10-7 T m/A 
is called the permeability of free space.

Biot-Savart Law

r
d l θ

I

dB
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Example: Magnetic field from a long wire
Consider a long straight wire carrying a current I.
We want to find the magnetic field B at a point P,
a distance R from the wire.

Break the wire into bits dl.
To do that, choose coordinates:
let the wire be along the x axis,
and consider the little bit dx at a
position x.

The vector r = r r is from this 
bit to the point P. 

dx

I

R

d l

x

x

0

r
P

^
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Example: Magnetic field from a long wire

dx

I

R

x

x

0

r
Direction of dB (or B): into page

dB = µ 0I
4π

dx sinθ
r2

∴ B = dB =∫
µ 0I
4π

sinθdx
r 2x = −∞

x = +∞

∫

+

θ

r
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Example: Magnetic field from a long wire

dx

I

R

x

x

0 +

θ

∴ B = dB =∫
µ 0I
4π

sinθdx
r 2x = −∞

x = +∞

∫

r = x2 + R2 , sinθ =
R
r

B = µ0 I
4π

Rdx
(x 2 + R2 )

3
2x =−∞

x = +∞

∫

=
µ0 I
4πR

xdx
(x2 + R2)

12
x = −∞

x = +∞

=
µ0 I
2πR

r r
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Force between two current-carrying wires

I1

I2

B2

B1

Current 1 produces a magnetic
field B1 =µ0I/ (2π d) at the position
of wire 2.

d

This produces a force on current 2:
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Force between two current-carrying wires

I1

I2

B2

B1

Current 1 produces a magnetic
field B1 =µ0I/ (2π d) at the position
of wire 2.

d

This produces a force on current 2:
F2 = I2L x B1

F2
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Force between two current-carrying wires

I1

I2

B2

B1

Current 1 produces a magnetic
field B1 =µ0I/ (2π d) at the position
of wire 2.

d

This gives the force on a length L of wire 2 to be:

F2 = I2 LB1 =
µ0 I1I2 L

2π d
Direction: towards 1, if the currents are in the same direction.

This produces a force on current 2:
F2 = I2L x B1

F2
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Force between two current-carrying wires

I1

I2

B2

B1

Current I1 produces a magnetic
field B1 =µ0I/ (2π d) at the position
of the current I2.

d

Thus, the force on a length L of the conductor 2 is given by:

F2 = I2 LB1 =
µ0 I1I2 L

2π d
The magnetic force between two parallel wires 
carrying currents in the same direction is attractive .

This produces a force on current I2:
F2 = I2L x B1

F2

[Direction: towards I1]

What is the force on wire 1?. What happens if one current is reversed?
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Magnetic field from a circular current loop

I

dBzdBperp

B

r z

R
dl α    

d
 

B = µ0

4π
Idl × ?r 

r2

dB =
µ0

4π
Idl
r 2

dBz = dB cosα =
µ0

4π
Idl cosα

r2

r = R2 + z2 ,cosα = R
R2 + z2

Only z component
is nonzero.
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I

dBzdBperp

B

r z

R
dl α

At the center of the loop

At distance z on axis 
from the loop, z>>R

Magnetic field from a circular current loop

  

B = dBz∫ =
µ0

4π∫
IR

(R2 + z2 )
3

2
dl

B =
µ0

4π
IR

(R2 + z2 )
3

2
dl∫ =

B = µ0

4π
IR

(R2 + z2 )
3

2
2πR = µ0

2
IR2

(R2 + z2 )
3

2

B =
µ0 I
2R

B =
µ0 IR2

2z 3
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The magnetic dipole moment of the 
loop is defined as µ = IA =IπR2.

The direction is given by the right 
hand rule: with fingers closed in 
the direction of the current flow, 
the thumb points along µ.

Magnetic field in terms of dipole moment

I

B

z

R

Far away on the axis,

µ

B =
µ0 IR2

2z 3
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In terms of µ, the magnetic field on axis (far from
the loop)  is therefore  

This also works for a loop with N turns. Far from 
the loop the same expression is true with the 
dipole moment given by µ=NIA = IπΝR2

B =
µ0 µ
2πz3

Magnetic field in terms of dipole moment
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Dipole Equations

Electric Dipole
τ = p x E
U  =  - p . E
Eax =  (2πε0 )-1 p/z 3 

Ebis = (4πε0 )-1 p/x3

Magnetic Dipole
τ = µ x  B
U  =  - µ . B
Bax = ( µ0/2π) µ/z3

Bbis = (µ0/4π)  µ/x3
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• Moment of a current loop :
A closed current loop has a far field given by

where er and eθ are unit vectors in the r and θ directions, respectively, and A is the 
area of the loop. At large distances, the field of a current loop is the same as that of a 
small bar magnet, a magnetic dipole (Fig. 1.7)

Fig. 1.7 Upper left, magnetic field about 
a loop of current-carrying wire. Right, 
shape of dipole field about a current loop 
(above) and about a permanent magnet 
(below).
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• Moment of a current loop (II):
A solenoid is now formed consisting of N of these loops, each carrying a current I. 
The field inside the solenoid can be calculated simply by integrating the Maxwell-
Ampere equation over an area normal to several adjacent turns (Fig. 1.8):

Inside the solenoid the B field is strong because the field lines are compressed; 
outside the solenoid the B field is weak because the field lines are spread out. The 
return field just outside the middle of an infinite solenoid is zero; along the outside 
branch of the rectangular path in Fig. 1.8, B‧dl is zero. Therefore, for the closed 
line integral of B, it follows that

∫B‧dl = Bml

Finally, this suggests Bl = μoNI or
B = μoNI / l
H =   NI l / l

(B = H = 0.4πNI/l, practical units: H given in oersteds for I in ampere, l in cm). 

Fig. 1.8 Cross section through a logh solenoid.
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• Origin of atomic moments :
Atomic magnetic moment pm comes from microscopic current loops:
Consider a line of N circular atomic current loops with a common axis (Fig. 1.9). 
N/l is the number of atomic current loops per unit length. With no field applied by 
any external currents H = 0, so the B field along the axis of this atomic-scale 
solenoid is B = μo(H + M) =  μoM. = μo(N/ l )I.
But M = npm and n = N/l, where A is the area of the atomic current loop.
Thus M = NI/l = (N/Al)pm implies,

Fig. 1.9 Schematic representation of a number 
of atomic current loops, each of area A.

with units Am2

Another microscopic current is due 
to intrinsic angular mementum or 
spin of electrons.
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• Origin of atomic moments (II) :

IA can be replaced by pm in 

for the field of a current dipole:

The atomic magnetic momentμm = pm can be estimated for a hydrogen atom in 
Bohr model. This gives for the orbital magnetic moment,
μm = IA ～ 9.27x10-24 (Am2).

The magnetization M = n μm of order 106 A/m or B = μoM ～ 1 T [in cgs, Bs ～
4πMs = 10 kilogauss].
For comparison, the saturation magnetizations, Bs = μoMs (all atomic moments 
aligned) of metallic Fe, Co, and Ni are about 2.2, 1.7, and 0.6 T, respectively.
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1.5 Types of magnetism:
• Weak magnetism:

The magnetic susceptibility is usually used to describe weak 
magnetic responses to H (Fig. 1.10) as in paramagnetic and 
diamagnetic materials.

Fig. 1.10 Field dependence of magnetization response in paramagnets and diamagnets. Inset 
shows a schematic of the distribution of local moments in the paramagnetic case.
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• Weak magnetism (II):
The degree to which a paramagnetic moment will respond to a field can be 

appreciated by considering the potential energy U of the moment μm in an 
applied field B:

U = -μm‧B
(U = -μm‧H cgs)

Using the value μm ～ 10-23Am2 calculated above for a hydrogenic orbit gives 
U ～ 9.3 x 10-24J = 6x10-5eV (for B = 1T, i.e., H = 8 x 105A/m). This energy is 
very small compared to thermal energy at room temperature, kBT ～4x10-21J = 
(1/40)eV, so it is not expected that a 1-tesla field would produce much 
magnetic response in a paramagnet. And U/ kBT ～ 9.3x10-4. So it can be seen 
why paramagnetic susceptibilities are so small. 

Thermal energy is large relative to the magnetic energy 
in paramagnetic materials.
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• Ferromagnetism:
Ferromagnetic materials are characterized by a long-range ordering 

of their atomic moments, even in the absence of an external field. The 
spontaneous, long-range magnetization of a ferromagnet is observed to 
vanish above an ordering temperature called the Curie temperature TC
(Fig. 1.11).

Fig. 1.11 (a) Magnetization of a strongly magnetic material (e.g., a ferromagnet) 
versus field; (b) temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization.
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• Ferromagnetism (II):
Pierre Weiss postulated the existence of magnetic domains in a 

ferromagnetic material, regions (ranging in size upwards from approximately 
0.1 um) over which all moments are essentially parallel (Fig. 1.12). Domains 
are separated from each other by domain walls, surfaces over which the 
orientation of um changes relatively abruptly (within about 10 – 100 nm).

Fig. 1.12 Simplified picture of magnetic domains in an iron crystal and the spatial 
variation of the atomic moments within the wall shown in an expanded view.
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• Ferromagnetism (III):
Fig. 1.13 is an image of the magnetic domains at the surface of a 

body-centered cubic 3%SiFe crystal. The <100> directions of the 
crystal are parallel to the figure edges. 

Fig. 1.13 Magnetic domains at the surface of a 3%Si-Fe crystal taken by scanning 
electron microscopy with spin polarization analysis (SEMPA). Crystal-lographic
<100> axes lie in the image plane along the horizontal and vertical direction. Left 
panel shows magnetic contrast when the instrument is sensitive to the horizontal 
component of magnetization; dark is magnetized to the left, light to the right. In the 
right panel, the contrast is sensitive to vertidcal component of magnetization; dark 
is magnetized down, light is magnetized up.
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Magnetic Domains Example:
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• Antiferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism:

In some magnetically ordered materials the atomic moments couple 
in antiparallel arrangements with zero net moment. Such materials are 
called antiferromagnets. Many transition metal monoxides assume the 
rocksalt structure and are antiferromagnetic with alternate {111} 
planes oppositely magnetized. 

When two antiferromagnetically coupled sublattices in a material 
have unequal moments – usually because different species are found 
on the different sites – the net moment is not zero. Such materials are 
called ferrimagnets.
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Mn
A

B

B

AA

A

A
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1.6 Technical magnetic materials:
• B-H loops and magnetic domains:

In Fig. 1.14, the approximate domain structures are indicated at right for 
demagnetized state and for approach to saturation.

Fig. 1.14 Hysteresis loop of a magnetic material showing the variation of B with changing 
H. Initial magnetization curve from the demagnetized state is shown with the initial 
permeability ui indicated. The remanence Br and coercive field Hi are indicated. The 
approximate domain structures are indicated at right for demagnetized state and for 
approach to saturation.
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• Soft magnetic materials:

When the magnetization processes (domain wall motion and 
domain magnetization rotation) occur in weak fields, Hc ≤ 103 A/m, the 
material is called a soft magnet. The earth’s magnetic field is about 0.4 
Oe or 30 A/m. Soft magnetic materials are used in transformers, in 
inductors, motors, and generators and as field sensors in magnetic 
recording or as stress/strain gauges.

The area inside the B-H loop, of order 4BrHc, is the energy per unit 
volume lost per cycle in magnetizing the material. It is called the 
hysteresis loss. (The product BH has units Wb‧A/m3 = J/m3) In AC 
(Alternating-current) applications the power loss is the frequency times 
the AC loop area (J/m3 ‧s).
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• Hard magnetic materials:

In some magnetic materials the coercivity can be as high as 2x106

A/m (25,000 G). This is the case if the material has defects that 
strongly impede wall motion or if it consists of single domain particles 
with such high magnetic anisotropy that the direction of magnetization 
is changed only by very large fields. Such materials resist 
demagnetization (once magnetized) and therefore are called hard or 
permanent magnets.

The energy stored in a permanent magnet is related to the area inside 
the second quadrant of the B-H loop. The (BH)max quality factor 
commonly used to rate permanent magnets is the maximum value of 
the BH product along the B-H curve in second quadrant. Hard magnets 
are used in many motors and actuators; they also find applications in 
frictionless bearings, microwave generators, and lenses for charged 
particle machines.
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• Recording media:

In between these two extremes of soft 
and hard magnets lie magnetic recording 
media. They will remain magnetized in the 
face of ambient fields from nearby 
components or electrical currents but can be 
reversed by application of a suitable field H 
> Hc with 104 < Hc ≤ 105 (which is of order 
several hundred to several thousands of Oe).
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1.7 Generic applications:
• Inductors and transformers:

Inductors are circuit elements that resist a change in current (LdI/dt = Ld2q/dt2) just as 
inertial mass resists an acceleration (md2x/dt2) . For a sinusoidal current I = Io sinωt, the 
electrical equation of motion L əI/ət + RI = V(t) gives for the voltage across an 
inductor VL = LIoωcosωt. Thus I and VL are 900 out of phase. The current in the 
windings can also give the flux density in the core of the inductor B = uNI/l, where both 
I and B are time-dependent. By using Faraday’s law: V = -NAdB/dt = -
N2AωuIocos(ωt)/l. Comparing the two expressions for the voltage, it can be seen that 
the value of the inductance for an air-filled core is given by

Lo = uoN2(A/l) where N is the number of turns, A the winding area, and l the length as 
illustrated in Fig. 1.15.

Fig. 1.15 (a) Inductance of a hollow inductor; (b) inductance of a coil filled with a magnetic 
core.
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• Inductors and transformers (II):
A transformer is a pair of inductors coupled only by each other’s 

flux changes (Fig.1.16); a change in current in one set of turns induces 
a voltage in the other.

Fig. 1.16 (a) Two coils near each other are coupled by the flux accociated with a current through one of 
the coils; (b) the coupling between two coils is strongly enhanced if they are filled with a magnetic 
material that concentrates the flux linking the two coil – this is a transformer.
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• Shielding:

Metals with ρ = 10 μΩ‧cm can shield high-frequency 
electromagnetic fields by the skin effect δ = [2/(μoσω)]1/2 . If a 
magnetic material is used as a shield, μo becomes μoμr, μr﹥﹥ 1 
and the shielding can be much more effective. In addition, magnetic 
materials can block DC or low-frequency mangetic fields, which 
nonmagnetic metals cannot do. Soft mangetic materials are used to 
shield the cathode ray tubes in televisions, computer monitors and 
oscilloscopes from the earth’s magnetic field and from fields created 
by other current-carrying elements.
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Summary of Chapter one
• Table 1.1 gives the equations for some of the 

important magnetic quantities in mks and cgs units, 
as well as the conversion factors between them.
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• Table 1.2 Equations for field about a wire 
and a solenoid in MKS and CGS units.
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• Table 1.3 Maxwell’s Equations in differntial
and integral form in MKS and CGS units.
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Thank you for your attention !


